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About This Game

Psebay is an atmospheric adventure in moto trial genre.

EXCITING GAMEPLAY WITH DYNAMIC GRAVITY

'Flying' over the hills and cliffs on a motorbike is surely compelling. But when the ground crumbles under your wheels and the
world turns upside down, that's when it becomes really cool! You won't know it until you try it!

SPECIAL ATMOSPHERE AND UNIQUE SOUND

Beautiful color palette along with deep surrounding sound creates enchanting ambiance from the first seconds of the game.
Words cannot describe it - you have to feel it!

STUNNING SCENERY IN SILHOUETTE STYLE

Amazing landscapes and technological remains of a 'bygone' civilization perfectly complement the scenery and give the game a
special charm. Their visual appeal inspires the players to discover new unusual places throughout the whole game.
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COMFORTABLE AND EASY CONTROL

Whether you love moto trials or have never played such games doesn't matter. Playing PSEBAY is very simple. You'll quickly
acquire the taste for the game once you ... start playing.

Psebay is an adventure that will OVERTURN your perception of the genre.
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Title: Psebay
Genre: Adventure, Indie, Racing, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Eugeny Butakov
Publisher:
Eugeny Butakov
Release Date: 12 Jul, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista / 7 / 8 / 10

Processor: 1.2 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 256 MB Video Memory

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 200 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Portuguese,Russian,Ukrainian
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I bought this because I was always intrigued by the Trials Fusion serious which unfortunately is not avaivailable on
SteamOS\/Linux. The gameplay looks similar but other than that I can't compare them. However what I can say is that I really
enjoyed the premade levels of Psebay! I finished them in 2 sessions on a single day. I actually rally like short games but for
those who want more there is: You can try to get a 3 star rating on each and then there are community levels. I also like the art
style which I believe is rather timelss compared to a realistic style. Further controls are really good. At least when using a Steam
Controller.. Plays alright except that leaning left (backwards does not rotate the bike backwards so level 13 will have you crash
when the map rotates most of the time. You lean back to go up hills which should cause you to roll over backwards, even in the
real world, so backflips are not feasible, and it's very difficult to lift the front tire.

* You can level up parts of the bike with stars from passing the tracks, but the first version of the rear wheel feels like it has
almost no tire at all. In the 'Uphill Racing' style of mobile game, you can earn upgrade points (coins) without completing the
track first, but here I feel that some users may encounter a level that they cannot pass if they upgraded their bike incorrectly as
replaying the levels will not earn you more than the first 3 stars.

Trials Frontier and Elastomania have better control, every other 'Uphill Racing' type has better progression, and Elastomania has
a track editor. It doesn't really bring in anything new other than the ambience and recent system compatibility, however you can
share tracks easily so that may be enough for $5-10.. The camera angle in this game is a bit weird.
but
I like the flow of the game, i like the fact that this is a motor racing game without the racing and with a more chill approach.

Level Editor Crashed though

i'll give it a good 7\/10
i got it on sale for like 2EUR\/3EUR, i'd recommend buying this on sale.
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